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THE STUDY OF NOUN PHRASE IN THE TOURISM ARTICLES OF 
JAKARTA POST ONLINE NEWSPAPER 
 
( Siti Meita Tri Monica, 2014; 33 pages; 7 table; 1 chart) 
 
The title of this final report is the study  of noun phrase found in the tourism 
articles of Jakarta post online newspaper. The purpose of writing this final report 
is to classify the formation of noun phrase in in the tourism articles of Jakarta post 
online newspaper. The writer used descriptive method and documentation method 
for collecting the data. The result shows that there are 420 noun phrases found in 
the Tourism articles of Jakarta Post Online Newspaper. The noun phrase in the 
Tourism articles of Jakarta Post Online Newspaper has eleven formations. The 
formations are determiners+n/ articles+n/ a/an/the+n, possesive adj+n, numeral 
(det+n_adj/number+n), quantitative adj+n (det+adj+n), det(+modifier)+n, 
det(modifier)+n (modifying phrase and clause), det+n+to infinitive, 
det+n+relative clause, NP using of, demonstrative adjective/ 
this/these/that/those+n/ adj+n. The dominant formations of noun phrases found in 
the Tourism articles of Jakarta Post Online Newspaper is determiners+n/ 
articles+n/ a/an/the+n. The writer suggest to student of English Department 
student to study more about the formations of noun phrases.  
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